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Abstract

Many processes in material science involve entropic contributions from packing – the con-
straints imposed by volume occupied by other material. Diblock polymers offer a rich
environment to study the packing of soft materials as gradient flows of a system energy.
Ideas from Γ convergence provide powerful tools to extract simplified models in certain
singular limits. We present examples of packing dichotomies in both continuous and dis-
crete formulations and identify cases in which limiting problems may be more complex.
We present a derivation of a random phase reduction of self-consistent mean field models,
identify regimes in which they converge to functionalized Cahn-Hilliard energy, and provide
a discrete system for the packing of soft balls that exhibits large-system frustration: the in-
ability of gradient flows to obtain the global energy minimum, that significantly complicates
the extraction of limiting processes.
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